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www.timbertech.net.nz
Available from all leading timber merchants.

Earthwood Evolutions® | Terrain Collection
Plank size - 136 x 24mm x 4.8m

Span - A maximum of 450mm centres

Intended use - TimberTech decking is NOT intended for use as structural members
of the deck.
Lm/m2 coverage Cover width		
136
		Gap		3mm
		Total		139
				7.19 Lm/m2
Slip resistance - ASTMF1679 Standard Test Method (average)
		
Earthwood Evolutions - Terrain
Dry		 0.50		
Wet		 0.45		
Deck slope - To aid water run-off, the deck should slope away from the house.
Joist spacing - Centre to centre - 4KPa load
Plank angle
90º
30º
Spacing		
450mm 350mm

Technical Guidelines

Salt or chlorine contact - TimberTech deck planks are not adversely
affected by salt or chlorine therefore are ideal by the pool or ocean.
Expansion and contraction - TimberTech decking boards will experience
expansion and contraction with changes in temperature. Expansion and
contraction are most significant where extreme temperature changes occur.
Fastening the deck planks according to the gapping requirements noted
in the table will accommodate for this movement. Changes in length are
most significant during the installation process, and should be accounted
for if working in extreme temperatures. For example if planks are cut to
length during a hot afternoon and left overnight before installing them
the next morning when it is cooler they would have contracted in length.
Another example would be storing and cutting your planks in the shade and
installing them in direct sun. Chances are, you will notice a certain amount
of contraction. The best way to minimize this problem is to fasten your
planks as soon after cutting as possible.

TECHNICAL SPECS
45º
300mm

Gapping requirements:
• Deckmate spacing tool is recommended to give perfect gapping.
(Supplied complimentary on request with orders)
• Gap planks a minimum of 3mm side-to-side.
• Allow 3-5mm minimum gap where deck meets adjoining structures.
• End to end gapping guidelines for various temperature ranges:
0º and below
1-24ºC		
25ºC and above
4mm		
3mm		
2mm

Property (*ultimate values)		
Results
Coeff. of Thermal Expansion - Width		
6.1 x 10-5mm/mm/ºC
Coeff. of Thermal Expansion - Length		
3.6 x 10-5mm/mm/ºC
*Flexural Stiffness (3% Strain)		
1224000kN.mm2
*Modulus or Rupture (3% Strain)		
21.8MPa
*Modulus or Elasticity (3% Strain)		
3738MPa
Screw Pull Through			1377n/m
Water Absorption - % mass		
<1.29%

Accessories available

Clearances - Ventilation is important; a cavity is required between the underside
of the deck and the surface below.
• Concrete or similar - 50mm clearance
• Dirt or similar - 150mm clearance
Cantilevering - TimberTech decking can be cantilevered a maximum of 25mm.
Stair installation - Stair stringers are to be set at a maximum of 250mm centres.
Directional notch -TimberTech product surfaces are directional in manner. A notch
has been added to one side of the planks. When installing planks, this marked edge
must be laid to the same side for the entire installation for a consistent appearance.
• Complete your deck with colour coordinated facing boards.
Sizes available: 305 x 14mm x 3.6m or 184 x 14mm x 3.6m

Niagara distributes TimberTech decking
with matching fascia and accessories.
For further information please contact us on
0800 TT DECK (88 33 25)

• TimberTech’s ingenious CONCEALoc® hidden fastener
system is designed to combine ease of installation with the
sought after look of a screw free surface.
• TOPLoc™ face and fascia fastening systems come in colours
to coordinate with all TimberTech boards and are designed to
minimise mushrooming.

